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POLYNOMIAL DIFFEOMORPHISMS OF d . II:
STABLE MANIFOLDS AND RECURRENCE
ERIC BEDFORD AND JOHN SMILLIE

1. INTRODUCTION

Friedland and Milnor [FM] have shown that from a dynamical point of view
the polynomial diffeomorphisms of C 2 fall naturally into two classes. The first
class consists of diffeomorphisms with simple dynamics. The diffeomorphisms
in this class have periodic points of at most finitely many periods and topological
entropy zero. The second class contains the well-known Henon map

f(x, y)

= (y,

i-ax + c).

The diffeomorphisms in this class have complicated dynamics: in particular,
they have periodic points of infinitely many periods and positive topological
entropy (see [FM, S]).
We can distinguish between these classes by considering the growth of the
degrees of iterates of the diffeomorphism. Define deg(f) to be the maximum
of the degrees of the coordinate functions. This quantity is not a conjugacy
invariant of f, hence not a dynamical invariant. We can construct a conjugacy
invariant, which we call the dynamical degree, as follows:
d = d (f) = lim (deg fn) 1/ n = lim (deg f
n-+oo

n-+oo

0 ... 0

f) 1/ n.

The maps with simple dynamics are those with d = 1. The maps with complicated dynamics are those with d > 1 ; in the remainder of the paper we will
restrict our attention to this second class.
In studying polynomial diffeomorphisms of C 2 it is often useful to make
analogies with the theory of polynomial maps of C. If g is a polynomial map
of C then
K

= {q

E

C : {gn (q) : n

= 1 , 2,

3, ... } is bounded}

is the "filled Julia set," and the boundary of K is the Julia set, which is denoted by J. Analogous terminology for polynomial diffeomorphisms has been
introduced in [HO], where the authors define
±
2
f±n (q) : n = 1 , 2, 3, ... } 1S
. bounded} ,
K = {q E C : {

-----
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and furthermore J± = 8 K±, K = K+ n K- , and J = J+ n J-. A point p
is said to be periodic if gm (p) = p for some m :::: 1. A periodic point p E C
is expanding if ID gm (p) I > 1 . A fundamental result of Fatou and Julia dating
from approximately 1920 is the dynamical characterization of the Julia set as
the closure of the set of expanding periodic points. In this paper we will prove
an analogous dynamical characterization of the sets J± .
The stable and unstable sets of a point p are defined as
W S (p)

=

,
n!!~oo d(fn(p) , fn(q)) = o}.

{q: lim d (fn (p) , fn (q))
n->oo

Wu(p) = {q:

= o}

Let p E C 2 be a periodic point with eigenvalues Al and .12 of D fm (p) labeled
so that 1.1\1 :S 1.1 2 1. We say p is a saddle if 1.111 < 1 < 1.1 2 1. If p is a saddle
then it follows from the Stable Manifold Theorem that the stable and unstable
sets of p are immersed complex manifolds biholomorphically equivalent to C.
Our dynamical characterization of J± is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let f be a polynomial diffeomorphism of c 2 satisfying d(f) > 1.
Let p be a saddle point of f. Then J+ is the closure of the stable manifold
W S (p) and J- is the closure of W U (p) .
Theorem 1 was conjectured by J. Hubbard. For the special case of hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms this result was proved in [BS 1].
A periodic point p is a sink if both eigenvalues of D fm (p) are less than one
in absolute value. If p is a sink, then the set W S (p) is an open set containing p ,
which is called the basin of attraction of p. The basin of attraction of a sink is
biholomorphically equivalent to C 2 (cf. [RR)), and if d(f) > 1, then it cannot
be all of C 2 • Proper subsets of
that are biholomorphically equivalent to
2
C are known as Fatou-Bieberbach domains. Some results on the geometry of
Fatou-Bieberbach domains constructed from polynomial diffeomorphisms are
contained in [BS2]. Here we prove

e

Theorem 2. The boundary of any basin of attraction is J+.
It is possible to construct polynomial diffeomorphisms with arbitrarily many
basins of attraction. According to Theorem 2 these basins must share a common
boundary. Such examples are reminiscent of the "lakes of Wada" construction
of three regions in the sphere with the same boundary. In such examples the
geometry of the regions is forced to be quite intricate.
Corollary 1. If f has more than one basin component then J+ is not an embedded topological manifold at any point.
Proof. Let q be a point of J+ . If J+ were an embedded manifold at q we
could find a neighborhood U of q so that U - J+ has two components. Since
J+ is the boundary of K+ , the set U - J+ must meet the complement of K+ .
By Theorem 2 the set U - J+ also meets all basin components. Thus there can
be at most one basin component.
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In §5, we discuss recurrent domains, which we define to be connected components of int K+ with some form of recurrence; basins of attraction are a
special case. We show that all recurrent domains arise either as basins of attraction of sinks, Siegel disks, or Herman rings. In the case of a Siegel disk or
Herman ring, we show that I is actually conjugate to the restriction of a linear
map. We also show that the analog of Theorem 2 holds for these domains. In
fact, the setting of recurrent domains seems to be most natural for the technique
of the proof of Theorem 2.
Our approach will be to obtain information on J+ by studying the current
f.l + , whose support is exactly J+. In §§2-4 we show that f.l + is the limit of
currents of the form (d-n)[f-n MJ, where M is a certain complex manifold,
and [f-n M] denotes the current of integration over the set I- nM. It had
been shown earlier in [BS1,2] that f.l+ could be obtained this way when M
was an algebraic subvariety of C 2 • Here we obtain the more useful result
(Theorem 3) that it suffices to take M to be an analytic disk satisfying rather
minimal hypotheses. Perhaps the main ingredient to the proof of Theorem 3 is
a uniqueness result (Proposition 1) that characterizes f.l + as the unique positive
closed current supported on J+ , which has the correct invariance under I, i.e.,
~j* f.l + = f.l + *. This is proved in §4.
We determine the nonwandering and the chain recurrent sets for polynomial
diffeomorphisms. These are sets of points in C 2 that have certain types of
recurrent behavior. The case of diffeomorphisms that do not preserve volume
appears in §6. The volume preserving case appears in the appendix. In the
appendix we also discuss Siegel disks and Herman rings in the volume preserving
case.
2.

CONVERGENCE TO

f.l +

Polynomial diffeomorphisms of C 2 necessarily have polynomial inverses
and are often called polynomial automorphisms. According to [FM] an automorphism I with d(f) > 1 is conjugate to an automorphism of the form
I = 1; o· .. 0 1m ' where each fj is a generalized H enon mapping, which has the
form
fj(x, y) = (y, Pj(y) - ajx) ,
where Pj(y) is a polynomial of degree at least 2 and a j is a nonzero complex
number. Without loss of generality we will assume that our maps are not simply
conjugate to maps of the form I = 1; 0 . . . 0 1m but are actually equal to maps
of this form. For such maps d(f) = deg(f) = IT degCt;). We note that the
Jacobian determinant ~(/) is constant and ~ = IT aj . In this paper we typically
assume I~I ~ 1. The case I~I > 1 can be treated by replacing

I by I-I. If

*Added in proof: Related results have been obtained by J.-E. Fornaess and N. Sibony in their
preprint Complex Henan mappings and Fatou-Bieberbach domains. In particular, they give a general
uniqueness theorem for positive, closed currents T satisfying d- 1 f* T = T, subject to a condition
on the support of T.
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< 1 then it is easy to show (see [FM]) that K- has no interior so K- = J- .
There is a filtration for f as discussed in [BSl]. We recall some of its
properties here. We can write C 2 as a disjoint union C 2 = V U V+ U V- .
The set V- has the property that f(V-) c V- so once a point enters Vit remains in V-. Furthermore fn (p) diverges to infinity as n -> 00 if and
only if fn (p) E V- for some positive n. The set V+ has the property that
f-I (V+) C V+ and fn (p) diverges to infinity as n -> -00 if and only if
(p) E V+ for some negative n. The set V is compact. Since K is a closed
subset of V, the set K is compact.
We will at times find it convenient to pass to higher powers of the mapping
f. It follows from the observations above that the sets K± are unchanged if
we replace f by fn for n ~ 1 .
The function
±
.
-n
+ ±n
G (x, y) = hm (d ) log If (x, y)1
1151

r

n--+oo

gives the rate of escape of the orbit of (x, y) to infinity in forward/backward
time. G± is continuous on C 2 , G± is pluriharmonic on {G± > O}, and
K± = {G± = O}. This serves as the Green function for K± with logarithmic
singularity at infinity, and it satisfies the functional equation

~G±(f±I)

(1)

= G±
d
We will make use of the operator dd c = 2i88 where

[) 8 =

[)2

L [) [)

lSi ,kS2

Z.

]

zk

d Z i 1\ dz k .

We define the current J1.± := ddcG± , and the support of J1.± is exactly J± .
We may view equation (1) in terms of the pull-back of G± under f± . Thus it
is natural to consider the equation
1 f±'* ±
±
J1. =J1.
d
for the pull-backs of J1.±, where we define f*J1.± := ddc(f*G±). These facts
are contained in [BS 1].
Let M denote a locally closed complex submanifold of d , i.e., for every
q EM' there is an open ball !J8 in C 2 about q such that M n!J8 is a closed
submanifold of !J8 . The currents J1.± induce measures on M by
±

C

±

J1. IM := (dd )M(G M ),
1

where (ddC)M denotes the operator dd c acting intrinsically on M and G±IM
is the restriction of G± to M.
We will consider locally closed submanifolds M c C 2 of the following types:
(i) Me J+ or
(ii) Me X, where X is algebraic.
Theorem 1 will be a consequence of a characterization of the currents J1.± .
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Theorem 3. Let M be a locally closed complex submanifold satisfying (i) or (ii)
above, let X denote a test function on M, and set c:= f M X J.L -1 M . Then

lim (d-n)f*n(X[M])

n--->oo

=

~J.L+,
4n

where f*n [M] denotes the current ofintegration over f- n M and the convergence
holds in the sense of currents.

This result was obtained already in [BS1,2] in the analogous case where M
is an algebraic variety and X = 1 .
We will use Theorem 3 to prove Theorem 1.
ProofofTheorem 1. As in Proposition 5.1 of [BS1], it follows that W S(p) c J+ .
Let Mo be an open subset of W S (p) that contains the saddle point p and is

locally closed in C2 • Since IDf(p)vl = IA1Vl if v is a tangent vector to WS(p)
at p, it follows that f-nlws(p) is not a normal family in a neighborhood of
p in WS(p). Thus p lies in the closure of {q E Mo : G-(q) > O}. By the
maximum principle, G-I M cannot be harmonic in a neighborhood of q, and
o

thus q is in the support of the Laplacian (ddc)M G-I M . It follows that
J.L -1 M (Mo)

(2)

o

o

=

(ddcl M )G-I M
0
0

0

> O.

By Theorem 3 then, we know that the currents of integration (d-n)[f- nMo]
converge to a current whose support us all of J+. On the other hand, it is
evident that the support of the limit current is contained in the closure of
W S (p) = Un f- n Mo ' which completes the proof.
The hypothesis that f has a saddle point is satisfied for all polynomial diffeomorphisms with d(f) > I. In fact,
• If d (f)

> 1 then f has infinitely many saddle points.

This follows from the formula of Katok [K] relating saddle points and entropy
in two dimensions (see also the discussion in [FM, §4]). Theorem 1 together
with the observation above gives a new proof of the connectivity of J± , which
was proved in [BS1].
3.

CLOSED CURRENTS

Let M denote a manifold satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3, and let X
denote a test function with spt X n M compact. Without loss of generality, we
may assume 0:::; X :::; 1. Let [M] denote the current of integration over M, and
let 9 (X [M]) denote the set of all positive (1, 1)-currents that are obtained as
limits (in the sense of currents) of subsequences of the set {(d-n)fn* (X[M]) :
n = 1, 2, 3, ... }. The proof of Theorem 3 then, is equivalent to showing
that 9 (X [M]) consists of a single element cJ.L +. It is immediate that the set
9(X[M]) satisfies

~f*9(X[M]) =

9(X[M]).
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In case (i) M c J+, and it is evident that the currents of Y(X[M]) are
supported on J+. In case (ii) M is contained in an algebraic variety X, so
X[M] ::; [X]. By [BSl,2] then, the elements of Y(x[MD are all dominated
by a constant times Jl +. So in this case, too, the elements of Y(x[MD are
supported on J+ .
This section will be devoted to showing that Y(X[M]) consists of closed
currents. Applying Corollary 6.2 of [BS 1], we have
(3)

lim d

-n

n ..... oo

1
An = -2 Area(D)Jl IM(Mo) > 0,

n

where Dee and Mo cc M are open sets, nx(x, y) = x is the projection
to the x-axis, and An denotes the area (with multiplicity) of the projection of
n;I(D) n f-n(Mo) to the x-axis. A similar estimate involving the projection
to the y-axis shows that the currents (d- n )[f-n Mo] have uniformly bounded
mass on compact subsets of C 2 , and so any subsequence of this sequence has
a further subsequence that converges to a nonzero element of Y(x[MD. In
particular, Y(x[MD is nonempty.
We may also consider Ma = {X > a} n M, and so we have

c:=

!

XJl-I M =

10 1daJl-IM(Ma ).

Applying this to (3) as in [BSl], we obtain
lim d-n(n fn(X[M]))(D) = 2c Area(D).
*
n
Let us recall that the mass norm of a (1, 1)-current T is given by

(3')

n-+oo

M[T] = sup IT(qJ)l,
Iqll:'Ol

where qJ is a test form, IqJ(x)1 denotes the euclidean length of qJ(x), and
IqJl = sUPx IqJ(x)l· If T denotes the current of integration over M then M[T]
will denote the two-dimensional measure of the manifold M. Since M is a
one-dimensional complex manifold, f- n 1M is a conformal mapping of M to
f-n(M). Thus the (two-dimensional) jacobian determinant of f-nl M is given
by IDf-nIMI2. We may estimate the mass norm of X[M] by

!

M[fn*(X[M])] = M[X

=

0 ;

rnM

[f-nM]]

X 0 fn

= f xI D f- n IM I2.
1M

We will also be interested in the amount of mass that lies inside a fixed set
of the form n;1 (D) for some bounded open set Dee. The amount of mass
in this set is
where we use the notation
Mn := M n sptx n f

-n

-I

nx D.
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Lemma 1. lim n-+ oo (d- n)8[f*n(X[M])] = 0 holds in the sense of currents. Thus
the elements of Y(X[M]) are closed.

Proof. It will suffice to show that the total mass of (d- n )8f.n (X[M]) on the set
D tends to zero, i.e.,

n;1

(4)

As above, we may compute the mass norm as
M[8[f*n(X[M])] L

(5)

n;1 D] = lIPsup
r
I::; J

1 rnMnspt xn1t;ID

=

sup

r

IIPI::;IJMn

rp

1\

rp

1\

d(J* X)

dxID(f-nIM)I.

We estimate the mass in the current in (5) to obtain
M[8[f*n(x[M])] L
(6)

n;1 D] ::; Irp 1\ dxl

r IDf-nIMI

JMn

::; C(!M IDf- n IMI2) 1/2 ::; Cd n / 2,
n

where the second inequality follows from the Schwarz inequality, and the last
follows from (3) and (4). Thus we have (6), which completes the proof.
4. A

For a closed (1, 1)-current

UNIQUENESS THEOREM
II

we use the notation
fj(Y'Y) = II

Since

II

L ~dx 1\ dx, etc.

is closed, we have the relations

(7)

8-fj(Y'Y)

x

=

8_fj(Y'X) ,
Y

etc.

Let l.fI(x, y) be a nonnegative real-valued function with support in the unit
ball such that J I.fI = 1 and l.fI(x, y) = 1.fI( ei8 x, eir y) for all real e, r. Setting
I.fIf(x, y) = t

-2n

l.fI(x/t, y/t),

we see that {l.fIf} is a usual family of smoothing kernels. For t > 0 and
II E Y(X[M]) , we set lIf = I.fIf * lI. Thus for any bounded set Dee we see
that spt lIf n n;I(D) is bounded. If lIf is smooth then fj~Y'Y) is represented
by a smooth function times Lebesgue measure. Since the support is bounded in
the y-direction, we may define the function
(8)

where £,2(dl;) denotes Lebesgue two-dimensional measure in the variable I; .
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Lemma 2. d d C UY,

= vf

•

Proof. We can write the operator dd c as
dd c = 2i(0/Jx dx /\ dx + 0xoydx /\ dy + OyoXdy /\ dx + Oyoydy /\ dy).

It is clear that OyOyUY'f = f)(Y'Y) since (2In) log Iyl is the fundamental solution
for OyOy (which is 1/4 times the usual Laplacian in the y-variable). Next we

compute the oy8x and 0xox derivatives. By (7) and (8) we have
ox U Y,f

= ~n J logly - ¢Iox f)(Y'Y)(d¢)
X,f
=

~J

logly -

¢IOyf);~/)(d¢) = ~ J(y - ¢)-If);~/)(d¢),

where the last equality is an integration by parts, which is valid since the measure
f);x ~y) has compact support.
'Applying Ox to this equation, we obtain
0-0 U
x x Y,f

=!n J(y = !J(

n

¢) -Io_f)(x ,y) (d¢)
x X,f

_;:)-1 0_ -(X,X)(d;:)

Y..

...

yVX,f

Since f);x ~ x) is compactly supported, we may integrate by parts in the y-variable
and use the fact that y -I is the fundamental solution for Oy and thus find that
o o-U
x x

V,E

= f)(x ,x)
f

•

A similar argument takes care of the OyOX derivative, which completes the
proof.
Now let us estimate the size of UY , • We note that UY , is pluriharmonic on
sets of the form {Iyl > R, Ixl < p}, and UY, (x, y) grows like y(x) log Iyl +
O( 1) for fixed x as y --+ 00. Then it follows that the O( 1) term is a bounded
pluriharmonic function on this set. Thus y(x) loglyl is pluriharmonic, and so
y(x) = y is constant. It follows that the total mass of f)(Y'Y) on any vertical
slice {x = x o} is equal to 2ny. Further, if the support of the slice is contained
in {Iyl < R}, then for Iyl > R we have
(9)

ylog(lyl- R) ::; Uy(x, y) ::; ylog(lyl

+ R).

By the concavity of the logarithm function, this yields
(10)

yloglyl-

IYr~ R

::; Uy(x, y) ::; yloglyl

+ f~

for Iyl > R.

Lemma 3. The functions UY, are monotone increasing in
limE--->O
U y, , then U y is plurisubharmonic and d d C Uy = v .
-

E.

If we set U y :=

Proof. Let us consider a second smoothing vE ,0 := (v f ) * lfIo ' It is evident that
UVf,J = 1fI.u * U v£ = 1fI<"-- * UV J . If U is a psh function then U * 1fI,"-- is monotone
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increasing in f and U * lJIE decreases to U as f decreases to O. Thus after we
let f5 decrease to zero, we see that Uv , is increasing in f .
Now, if we let f decrease to 0, we see that limE->o Uv decreases to an upper
semi continuous function, which is psh if it is not identically -00. However,
the estimates (9) and (10) hold for vE independently of f , and thus the limit
is psh. Since the sequence is monotone, it follows that Uv, converges to Uv
locally in L 1 • Thus v

=

limE->o vE = dd c Uv

•

Lemma 4. For v E 5"'(X[M]) the function Uv is the unique psh function of
logarithmic growth such that dd c Uv = v .
Proof. If V is any other function with logarithmic growth satisfying ddcV =
v , then V - Uv is a pluriharmonic function with logarithmic growth. This
function is then constant along all vertical and horizontal slices and thus constant.

Lemma 5. If ;,. E 5"'(X[M]) , then v = (d-n)f n*;,.
(dn)Uv '
Proof. We calculate

E 5"'(X[M])

and UA 0 fn =

dd c( UA 0 fn) = dd C (f*n U;) = f n*ddcUA = f n*;,. = (dn)v,

and the lemma follows.
Lemma 6. For (x, y)

rt

K+ and v E 5"'(MO) , yG+(x, y) = Uv(x, y).

Proof. We will use the notation (x n , yJ = fn(x, y) and vn = (d-n)f*n v .
Thus by Lemma 5,

Now we apply (l 0) and use the fact that it holds independently of the choice
of vn E 5"'(Mo) to obtain
yd

-n

yRn
-n
loglynl - Iynl- Rn ::::; Uv(x, y) ::::; yd loglynl

yR

+ lyn1'

Now there is a constant C such that IYnl ~ C + IXnldl IC for n = l, 2, 3 ...
(cf. [BSl]). Furthermore, C may be chosen such that
J+

C

{(x, y) : Ixl

+ C ~ IYldn IC}.

Thus for n large we may take Rn ::::; C(lxn Il/d m+ l) , and choosing C still larger
if necessary, we have
This gives

IUv(x, y) - y(d- n) loglynll ::::; C!Ynl(d1dm)-I_1 ,

and so we have U)x, y) = YG+(x, y).
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Proposition 1. Let .9 denote a set ofpositive, closed currents with the properties

(i) spt v c J+ for all v E.9, and
(ii) ~f*.9 = S.

Then for each v E.9 there is a real constant c such that v = c fl + .
Proof. Let us choose v E.9. We will show that Uy = 0 on oK+ . By Lemma
6, we know that Uy 2: 0 on oK+. Let us fix (xo' Yo) E oK+. By Lemma 5,
we have
(11 )

where An = (d-n)gn*v. Since (xo' Yo) belongs to K+, the forward orbit
{gn(xo' Yo) : n > O} stays bounded. Now (10) is independent of v E .9(Mo) ,
so the right-hand side of (11) is (d- n ) times a bounded quantity, and so we
conclude that Uy(xo' Yo) = O.
Finally, since the support of v is contained in J+, Uy is pluriharmonic on
2
C - J+ . Applying the maximum principle to Uy on a vertical slice and using
the fact that Uy = 0 on J+, we see that Uy = 0 on K+. Thus Uy = yG+ ,
and it follows that v = y fl + .
Proof of Theorem 3. Let M satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3, and without
loss of generality we may assume that X 2: O. By Lemma 1, the set .9(M)
consists of positive, closed currents with support in J+. Then it follows from
Proposition 1 that limn---+oo(d-n)f*n(X[M]) = Yfl+ for some real constant y.
Now we observe that
fl-I M = fl- 1\ [M] = (d-n)f-n*fl- 1\ [M] = fl- 1\ (d-n)[f- nM].

Letting n -+ 00, we see that this converges to Yfl- 1\ fl + (see [BS 1, Lemma
6.8]). However the total mass of xfl-I M is c and the total mass of fl + 1\ fl- is
4n 2 , so we see that y = c/4n2 .
5.

RECURRENT DOMAINS

In this section we restrict ourselves to the case where the complex Jacobian
of f is tJ with ItJl < 1, i.e., f strictly contracts volume. Our idea is to look
at a component n of int K+ that exhibits some form of recurrence, and show
that in this case n contains either a sink or a rotational domain and that n is
precisely the set of points attracted to this sink or rotational domain.
Definition. Let n be a connected component of int K+. We say that n is
recurrent if there is some point pEn and some compact set C c n so that
fn (p) E C for infinitely many positive values of n.

to

It is straightforward to show that
• If n is recurrent, then n is actually a periodic domain.
A recurrent domain is thus a periodic domain such that not all points tend

Ui fion.
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We recall the following standard definition. The w-limit set of a point p,
written w(p) , is the set of q for which there is a sequence n i -> 00 such
that fn; (p) -> q. The set Q is recurrent if and only if Q has a nonempty
intersection with some set w(p).
We also have:
• If Q is a recurrent component of int K+ then Q n J- -=f:. 0 .
This is easily seen. Let p be a point so that w(p) intersects Q. The set
w(p) is invariant and contained in the set V (see discussion in §2). It follows
that w(p) consists of orbits bounded in backward time, thus w(p) c K- = J- .
By a Siegel disk we mean a set of the form :;g = qJ(d) ,where qJ: d -> ~2
is an injective holomorphic mapping of the disk dee with the property that
( 12)
holds for Q: = e ina for some irrational a, and for all , E d. It follows from the
fact that the zeros of DqJ are isolated and from (12) that qJ is nonsingular at
all points other than zero. In Proposition 4 we will prove that qJ is nonsingular
at zero.
A Herman ring is a set of the form Jr = qJ(A) , where qJ: A -> C 2 is an
injective holomorphic mapping of the annulus A = gEe: r1 < 1'1 < r2 }
such that (12) holds. The previous argument shows that Jr is a nonsingular
complex submanifold of C 2 .
We will refer to Siegel disks and Herman rings collectively as rotation domains. We use the symbol 91 for rotation domains. We note that 91 c K .
Lemma 7. If M is a bounded, connected, one-dimensional complex submanifold
of int K+ with f(M) = M, then M is recurrent if and only if it is a rotation

domain.
Proof. It is clear that a rotation domain is recurrent. Conversely, if M is
recurrent, there exists a point p E C 2 such that q = limj-->c>o fn J (p) EM.
Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that mj := n j + 1 - nj
tends to infinity as j -> 00. Since {fn} is a normal family in a neighborhood
of q, we have ID fn I :::; const in a neighborhood of q. Thus
IfnJ+l(p) - fmJ(q)1 = I;J fnJ(p) - fmJ(q)1
:::; IIDfmJlllfn,(p) - ql :::; const I;J(p) - ql
if j is sufficiently large. Thus limj-->c>o fmJ(q)

=

q.

Since M is bounded, {fn M } is a normal family in the sense that each
sequence {PJ 1M } is either compactly divergent of has a normally convergent
subsequence with a limit h: M -> M. The set Jl of all holomorphic mappings
h: M -> M that arise as limits to subsequences of {fmJI M } is a subset of
Aut(M). This is seen because if h E Jl , then h(q) EM, and thus h : M -> M;
so by a theorem of H. Cartan on the limits of automorphisms h E Aut(M) .
By the same argument, Jl is a compact subgroup of Aut(M). To see this,
suppose that limj->c>o f m, 1M = h. Then pass to a subsequence so that m j + 1 1
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2m j

so

II

----> 00

=

and

II

= lim j-+oo fm j+ 1 -2mj exists. Thus it is evident that

IIh

= id,

h- I .

Now it was observed in [FM] that the fixed point set of fP is finite, so fPI M
cannot be the identity on M for any p > O. It follows that Jl (and thus
Aut(M)) is an infinite group, and so the Riemann surface M must be equivalent either to the disk or to an annulus. In either case, since flM generates an
infinite group, it must be conjugate to an irrational rotation on the disk/annulus.
We will show in Proposition 6 that f may be linearized in a neighborhood
of a Herman ring; here we perform the first step in that direction. Since Jr
is nonsingular, ffJ:= (ffJ I ' ffJ2) satisfies (ffJ~ (0, ffJ; (0) -I- (0, 0) for all (E A =
{rl < 1(1 < r2}· Thus there exist holomorphic functions !fI1 , !fI2 E &(A) such
that
( 13)
We consider the mapping
( 14)

which is defined for ((,1]) E A xC. By (13) it is clear that s is a local
diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of Ax {O} and
Ds(C 0) = (ffJJ
!fI1) .
ffJ2
!fI2
Thus the determinant of Ds is 1 on A x {O}, and so there is a neighborhood
./Y of Ax {O} such that the mapping F:= s-Ifs is defined and the following
hold:
F(C 0) = (aC 0),
F : ./Y

---->

F (./Y) is a diffeomorphism,

det DF(C 0)
Since F(A x {O})

=

= f5.

A x {O}, there is a function F I , I (() E &(A) such that
DF(C 0) =

(~ F~)~O)

holds on A. Thus
F((, n) = (a(

+ 1]FI , I ((), f51]/a) + 0(1] 2 )

holds for ( EA. Without loss of generality we may assume that FI I is
bounded on A. Since 1f51 < 1 , we may apply the Contraction Mapping Prin'ciple
on the space HOO(A) to obtain a unique solution hi, I to the functional equation
(15)

Thus if we define

f5
hl,I(O - a2hl,l(a()
(I)

h (C 1])

= ((

=

-1
~FI,I(()'

+ 1]h l ,I(()' 1]),
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we have
F

h(l)

0

= h(l) 0

L

+ 0(1/),

where L(" tI) = (a" 6t1la).
Thus we may assume that
( 16)

F(" tI) = (a', 6t1la)

If Ao is an annulus with Ao

such that if , E Ao and Itli <
I( - a'i

C
E

+ O(tI

2

).

Ao c A, then there exist numbers
then ((, tI') = F(" tI) satisfies

:s MltlI2

and

ItI'l:S 16 t11

E

and M

+ MltI(

Let ('n' tin) = Fn(,o, tlo) denote the forward orbit of ('0' tlo). It is evident
that for '0 E A o ' Itlol may be chosen sufficiently small that Itlnl will tend to
zero sufficiently rapidly that
E Ao for all n = I , 2, 3, ....

'n

Proposition 2. Every rotation domain is contained in int K+ .

Proof. If ,7!' is a Herman ring then the proposition follows from the argument
given above. If 9 is a Siegel disk then let us write 9 = qJ(d) and ,7!' =
qJ(d - {O}). Since ,7!' is a Herman ring, we have ,7!' c int K+. Consider
g' = qJ{I'1 < I/2}, and note that dist(qJ9', qJ int K+) = 6 > O. Thus if we
make a euclidean translation g' + v of g' in a direction v with Iv I < 6 , then
8 (g' + v) C int K+. For each v there is a constant C such that Ifn I :S C
for all points of 89' + v and all n ;::: 1. Now we may apply the maximum
principle to fn Ig' + v and conclude that {fn : n = 1, 2, 3, ... } remains
bounded at all points of g' + v for Iv I < 6 . So we see that g' , and thus 9 ,
is contained in int K+ .
Proposition 3. Let 0 be a connected component of int K+ that is recurrent and
has period m. Then one of the following occurs:
(i) There is an attracting fixed point p E 0 for f m , and 0 is the basin of

attraction of p under fm .
(ii) There is a retraction p: 0 --> 0 onto a smooth subvariety 9 = p(O)
that is invariant under fm. Further, 9 is either a Siegel disk or a
Herman ring.

Proof. By replacing f by f m , we may assume that f(O) = O. Since 0
is recurrent, there exists p E 0 and a sequence n j --> 00 such that fn j (p)
converges to some point in 0 for some fixed p EO. The iterates {fn j In}
form a normal family of automorphisms of O. Let g: 0 --> 0 denote the
limit of a subsequence of these iterates. It is immediate that f g = g f. Since
f decreases volume, the map g must be degenerate, i.e., it must have rank
either 0 or 1. The set 0 n f(O) is recurrent and thus a rotation domain by
Lemma 7. By Proposition 2 then, we conclude that f(O) cO.
By [B] g has the following structure: there is a retraction p: 0 --> 0 such
that M := p(O) is a smooth subvariety, and there is an automorphism If! E
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Aut(M) such that g
If! a p. Then it follows that gO = pO = M and
fM=M.
In case g has rank 0, g is a constant mapping and M is a fixed point for
f. Since D fn (p) converges to zero, it follows that the eigenvalues of D f(p)
must be less than 1 in modulus, and thus p is a sink. Let U be the basin of
attraction of p. Let q EO. Since U is a neighborhood of p there is some
n so that fn(q) E U. But this implies that q E U. So 0 is the basin of
attraction of p.
In case g has rank 1, the proposition follows from Lemma 7, which com-

pletes the proof.

A Herman ring jf' = tp(A) with A = {O = r l < 1'1 < r 2 } is bounded since
c K, and thus extends to a Siegel disk ~ = ¢(I'I < r). The following
proposition shows that there is no "punctured Siegel disk," or equivalently,
every maximal Herman ring has 0 < r1 < r2 < 00. This answers a question
raised by Milnor in [Bi). Siegel disks, however, may be singular in the volume
preserving case (see the Appendix).

jf'

Proposition 4. A Siegel disk ~ is a nonsingular submanifold of

Proof. By Proposition 3, ~
It follows that M := p(O) :)
M.

c int

c2 .

K+ , and there is a retraction p:

n

0 .
~ , and the non singularity follows from that of
-t

In the sequel we will assume that rotation domains are maximal with respect
to inclusion. Thus we may write a Herman ring as jf' = tp(A) with A = {r- I <
1'1 < r}. There is a dichotomy between the cases of rings and disks given by
polynomial convexity. (Recall that a compact set X is polynomially convex if
X = {z E C2 : Ip(z)1 :::; Iplx for all polynomials p}.) Let y be a real-analytic
closed curve with f y = y .
elf y is polynomially convex, then y is contained in a Herman ring. Otherwise, y is in a Siegel disk.
(Since y is real analytic, it has a maximal complexification, M, which satisfies f M = M. Since f must act as a rotation on M, it follows from Proposition 2 and Lemma 7 that M contains either a ring or a disk. If y lies in a

Siegel 9isk, it is clearly not polynomially convex. Conversely, if the polynomial
hull y is nontrivial, i.e., y - y i- 0, then y - y is an f-invariant subvariety of
C 2 - y. Since y - y must coincide with M near y, it is clear that y - y is a
Siegel disk.)
Since a = e i1Ca with a irrational, a maximal ring satisfies
etp cannot be continued analytically beyond any point of aA .
(For suppose that tp extends to a neighborhood of rei()o. Then choose n
such that 0 < 2na + eo - 1 < E (mod 2). jf' = tp(A) is again a Herman
ring for f n , with a replaced by an = e n1Cia • But the functional equation
(12) permits us to extend tp to a neighborhood of re i ()l , which contradicts the
maximalityof H.)

°
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If X is any set, we recall the standard notation
WS(X) = {q: d(fn(q) , fn(X)) ---.O}.
Proposition 5. Let X denote either a sink or a rotation domain. Then the stable
set W\X) is a recurrent connected component of int K+ .
Proof. Let X = {p} be a sink. It is clear that W S(p) is a recurrent, connected open set. Let Q denote the connected component of int K+ containing W S(p). If Q =1= W S(p) , then choose q E Q n 8 W S(p) and let B c B c Q
be a neighborhood containing q. The iterates {fn IB } form a normal family,
so a subsequence {fn j I B } converges to a holomorphic mapping g: B ---. C 2 •
Since g(B n WS(p)) = {p}, it follows that g(B) = {p}. So Be K+ , and thus
Q = WS(p).
If 92 is a rotation domain, then by Proposition 3, 92 c int K+ . Let Q be
the connected component of int K+ containing 92. Then by Proposition 2,
there is a retraction p and a subvariety :;g = pQ, which is a rotation domain.
It is evident that :;g :J 92 , and so :;g = 92 by the maximality of 92. By the
previous paragraph, we have Q = W S (X) , which completes the proof.

Now we will complete our linearization of f in a neighborhood of a Herman
ring. We will show that there exists a local diffeomorphism H((, YJ) that is
defined and holomorphic in a neighborhood of Ax {O} and such that
HoF=LoH.

( 17)

By Proposition 5, there is a recurrent component Q of int K+ and a retraction p of Q onto Jt'. Transplanting via the map s, we may assume that p
is defined in a neighborhood of Ax {O}. We consider mappings of the form
( 18)

H((, YJ)

2

= (p((, YJ), YJ + YJ h((, YJ)),

where h is analytic in a neighborhood of Ax {O}. We note that the first
component of equation (17) is p(F) = ap((, YJ), which holds independently
of h since p and F commute, i.e., pF = F P .
Since F has the form (16), we may write it as
F = (a(

+ YJ2.t; ((, YJ), JaYJ + YJ21;((, YJ)) .

r

In this notation, the second component of the equation (17) is
YJ21;

which is equivalent to
( 19)

+ (JaYJ + YJ21;

h(F)

=

~YJ2h,

J ( 1+-YJf
a ) 2 h(F)=-f·
J
h-a
J 2
a 2

Let ./Y denote a neighborhood of Ax {O} where F and p are defined, and let
Ao c Ao c A be a relatively compact subannulus. Ifwe set D = p-1(A o)n{IYJI <
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c}, then for c > 0 sufficiently small, D c ./Y and F(D) cD. Thus the
composition operator
CF : Hoo(D)......., Hoo(D)
given by CF(f)
enough that

=

h

0

F is defined, and

IJI

IICFII =

(1 + 1~111.t;11L""(D))2 <

1. Now choose c small

1.

Then by the Contraction Mapping Principle there exists a unique solution h E
H oo (D) of (19).
The function H defined by (18) is a local diffeomorphism in a small enough
neighborhood of Ax {O} and so satisfies (17). The mapping h := H OS-I then
satisfies
hof=Loh

in a neighborhood of 71" . Iterating the functional equation h = L -I 0 h0 f , we
have h = L -n 0 h 0 F , which we may use to extend the domain of definition of
h to the basin of attraction n = W S (71") of 71" . Similarly, we may extend h- I
to the basin of attraction A x C of Ax {O} for L, so we obtain a biholomorphic
mapping
h:n.......,Axc.
We may summarize the preceding discussion as follows.

Proposition 6. If 71" is a Herman ring, then there is a biholomorphism h: W S (7I")
......., A x C with the properties:
(i) h(7I") = A x {O} , and
(ii) f = h- I 0 L 0 h, where L(C 1J)

= (0:, C

fi1J/O:).

We remark that the linearization of a Herman ring applies equally to a Siegel
disk.
Corollary 2. Let 9t denote a rotational domain. Then the component of int K+
containing 9t is given by n = UxE9f W S (x) .

Corollary 3. If n is a recurrent component of int K+ , then n is biholomorphically equivalent to C 2 , A xC, or d xC. In the last two cases, fin is conjugate
to the restriction of a linear map.
The case of C 2 corresponds to an attracting fixed point, and it is classical
(cf. [RR]) that f may be conjugated on n to a mapping in "normal form." If
there are no resonances between the eigenvalues of D f at the fixed point, then
the normal form is in fact linear.
We end this section with a discussion of boundaries of periodic domains. *
*Note added in proof: Mappings with fixed point of the form f(x, y) = (x + x 2 + ... , by
+ ... ) , for Ibl < 1 , have been studied by T. Ueda in a recent preprint Local structure of analytic

transformations of two complex variables. II. For such f he considers the domain n of points
which converge locally uniformly to (0, 0) as n --> +00. He shows that n n K- 01 0 , and so it
will follow that 8n = J+ by Proposition 7.
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Proposition 7. Assume that 161 < l. Let V be a periodic component of intK+
that has a nonempty intersection with K-. Then av = J+ .

Proof. By replacing f by a power we may assume that f( V) = V. An easy
argument gives aV c aK+ = J+. We will show the opposite inclusion aV :J
J+ . Let q E V n K- . Since 161 < 1 the set K- has empty interior. Thus we
can find a disk D that: (l) is contained in a complex line, (2) contains q, (3)
is contained in U, and (4) is not contained in K- .
By the maximum principle, G-I D cannot be harmonic in a neighborhood of
q, and thus q is in the support of the Laplacian (ddC)DG-ID. It follows as
before that
l1-b(D) = (ddcID)G-b > O.
Since D is contained in an algebraic variety, Theorem 3 tells us that the
currents of integration (d-n)[f-n D] converge to a current whose support is all
of J+ . On the other hand, it is evident that the support of the limit current is
contained in the closure of Un f- n D. Thus J+ is contained in the closure of
V , which completes the proof.
Theorem 4. If X is either a sink or a rotational domain then aWs(X) = J+.

Proof. W S (X) is a connected, periodic component of int K+ with W S (X)
K- =I- 0. Thus the theorem follows from Proposition 7.

n

Proof of Theorem 2. It is clear that Theorem 2 is a special case of Theorem 4.
6.

THE NONW ANDERING SET AND THE CHAIN RECURRENT SET

In this section we determine the nonwandering and the chain recurrents sets
for the map f when f strictly contracts volume (that is to say 161 < 1). We
begin by proving some results that do not use the hypothesis that 161 < 1 .
A point p E C 2 belongs to the nonwandering set if and only if, for every
neighborhood V of the p, there is an n such that gn (V) intersects V. A
point p E C 2 belongs to the chain recurrent set if for any f > 0 there exist
points XI = X, x 2 ' ••• , xn = X (n depends on f ) such that d(f(x) , X i + l ) < f
for 1 ~ i ~ n - 1 . These sets are closed and invariant. The nonwandering set
is always contained in the chain recurrent set.
Lemma 8. If PI E J+ and P2 E J- then for any neighborhoods Vi of Pi
there is an n such that fn (V\) n V 2 =I- 0. In particular, J is contained in the
non wandering set.

Proof. We can construct a linear disk D in VI that contains point in J+ and
points in the complement of K+ . As in the proof of Theorem 1, the sequence
of currents defined by (d-n)[p D] converges to a nonzero multiple of 11- . The
support of the current 11- is equal to J- so Un fn(D) must meet V 2 •
Before we begin the calculation of the nonwandering and chain recurrent sets
we resolve a question from [BSl].
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Theorem 5. The following are equivalent:

(i) f has a hyperbolic splitting over the chain recurrent set;
(ii) f has a hyperbolic splitting over the nonwandering set;
(iii) f has a hyperbolic splitting over J.

Proof. That assertion (iii) implies (i) was proved in [BSl]. Since the chain
recurrent set contains the nonwandering set, (i) implies (ii). By Lemma 8 the
nonwandering set contains J so (ii) implies (iii).
Each item in Theorem 5 could serve as a definition of hyperbolicity for polynomial diffeomorphisms. In [BSl] we adopted item (iii). According to the
theorem this is equivalent to items (i) and (ii), which seem to be more natural
definitions from a dynamical point of view.
For the remainder of this section we make the assumption that 1151 < l.
Since the nonwandering set and chain recurrent set for f are the same as those
for f- 1 , the following theorems also apply when 1151 > 1 with the appropriate
substitution of the word "source" for the word "sink."

< 1 the non wandering set of f is the union of J, all
rotational domains and all sink orbits.
Proof. By Lemma 8, the nonwandering set contains J . On the other hand, the
nonwandering set is contained in K. It suffices to show that the intersection
of the nonwandering set with each component of int K+ is as described in
the statement of the theorem. It is easy to see that the intersection of the
nonwandering set with a nonperiodic component of int K+ is empty. Consider
next the case of a recurrent component. The intersection of the nonwandering
set with a domain that contains a rotational domain is the rotational domain (all
other points are attracted to the rotational domain). The remaining possibility is
that the component is periodic but not recurrent. Let 0 be such a component.
Let p EO. Let U be a neighborhood of p such that the closure of U is
compact in O. If there is a sequence n i such that fn i (U) n U =1= (2) , then using a
normal families argument, we can find a subsequence m i so that fm i converges
uniformly on compact subsets to a mapping g : 0 ~ O. If g(O) n (0) =1= (2),
then 0 is recurrent, so we conclude that g(O) c 80. But this contradicts
the assertion that fm i (U) intersects U for every i, and we conclude that the
intersection of the nonwandering set with 0 is empty.
Theorem 6. When 1151

If p is a sink we will use the term punctured basin to refer to the set W S (p) {p} .
Theorem 7. When 1151

< 1 the chain recurrent set of f is equal to the set of

bounded orbits (in forward/backward time) not in punctured basins.

Before we give the proof we introduce some notation. We have defined w(p)
to be the set of q for which there is a sequence n i ~ 00 such that fni(p) ~ q.
We define a(p) to be the set of q for which there is a sequence n i ~ -00 such
that ri(p) ~ q.
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Proof. It is clear that the chain recurrent set is contained in K and that it
contains no points in the punctured basin. It follows from Lemma 8 that J
is contained in the chain recurrent set. It remains to consider points in the
interior of K+ that are in K- = J- and not in basins of sinks. Choose such
a point p. The a and w limit sets of p are compact and invariant. If either
is contained in int K+ then the component of p contains a compact invariant

set and thus is a recurrent component.
Assume first that p is not contained in a recurrent component. So a(p)
meets J+. Since a(p) is contained in J- we conclude that a(p) meets J.
Since w(p) is not contained in int K+ it intersects J+. Since w(p) consists
of orbits bounded in backward time, w(p) is contained in K- = J-. So we
conclude that w(p) meets J. Given f > 0 we can construct a periodic f
pseudo-orbit containing p as follows. We can find an n < 0 and an m > 0 so
that fn(p) and fm(p) lie within f of points q, and q2 of J. Using Lemma 8
we can construct an f chain connecting q2 to q, . Concatenating these chains
gives an f chain from p to itself.
We now consider the case in which p is contained in a recurrent component.
Proposition 3 shows that a(p) is disjoint from the orbit of the component. It
follows that a(p) C J . The set w(p) is a point in a Siegel disk or Herman ring.
Given f > 0 we can construct an f -chain from w(p) to some point in J. The
rest of the f-chain can be constructed as before. This completes the proof.

• The chain recurrent set of a polynomial diffeomorphism with 1<>1 <
is equal to the nonwandering set if and only if the interior of K+ consists
exclusively of basins of sinks.
Chain recurrent sets have a natural decomposition into chain transitive components. For Axiom A diffeomorphisms this decomposition coincides with the
Spectral Decomposition. The Spectral Decomposition for Axiom A polynomial
diffeomorphisms was computed in [BSI]. Here we compute the chain transitive
components for a general polynomial diffeomorphism.
An to-chain from p to q is a sequence x, = p, x 2 ' ••• , xn = q such that
d(f(x) , x i +,) < to for I :::; i :::; n. An invariant set is chain transitive if
given any two points p and q in the set and any f > 0 we can construct
an to-chain from p to q. The decomposition of the chain recurrent set of a
polynomial diffeomorphism into invariant chain transitive components is given
by the following theorem. Let R(f) denote the chain recurrent set of f. Let
0i for i = 1, 2, ... denote the sink orbits of f· Let R' = R(f) - Ui 0i .
Theorem 8. For a polynomial diffeomorphism f the chain transitive components
are the sink orbits, 0i' and the set R'.
Proof. It is obvious that sink orbits are chain transitive since a periodic orbit is
an f-chain for any to > O. The to-chains required for proving that R' is chain

transitive are constructed by concatenating to -chains constructed in the proof
of the previous theorem. Details are left to the reader.
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ApPENDIX. VOLUME PRESERVING MAPS

In this Appendix we will discuss the behavior of I on in t K in the case Ir51 =
1. As was observed in [BS1, Lemma 5.5], intK+ = intK- = intK. Since K
is bounded, intK has finite volume. Thus the (finitely many) components with
volume equal to c > 0 are permuted among themselves by I. In particular,
every component is periodic. In fact, it follows from Poincare's recurrence
theorem that each component is recurrent.
Let us fix a component V of int K. Replacing I by In if necessary, we
may assume that IV = V . Recalling that {Ii Iv} is a normal family, we let
Jl (V)

Since
h(V)

= {h = J~OO
lim Inj on

V for some subsequence {n}} .
J

I preserves volume, it follows that h, too, must preserve volume. Thus
c V, and so by H. Cartan's theorem h E Aut(V). In fact, passing to

further subsequences, we see that
• Jl (V) is a compact abelian subgroup of Aut( V) .
Since Aut( V) is a Lie group, so is Jl. Since Jl contains the infinite subset
{In IV } , it must have dimension at least one. The connected component of the
identity Jlo is then a torus Tk for some k 2": 1. Since Jlo acts effectively on
V , the orbit of a generic point p E V , Jlo . p , will be a smooth submanifold
of V that is diffeomorphic to a k-dimensional torus. (See [BBD, Lemmas 1.2,
1.3].) Since the orbit must be totally real, we must have k :::: 2. It p is not
generic, the orbit can be a torus of dimension less than k. In either case, the
full orbit Jl. p is a finite union of tori, and by the construction of Jl , it is clear
that the forward and backward orbits of p under I are Jl . p .
Theorem 9. When 1r51 = 1 the nonwandering and the chain recurrent sets both

coincide with K.

Proof. The chain recurrent set lies inside K (cf. [BS 1, Corollary 2.7]). Since
the chain recurrent set contains the nonwandering set, it suffices to show that
the nonwandering set contains K. Now
K = K+ n K- = (J+ U intK) n (J- U intK) = J U intK.

We showed that J is contained in the nonwandering set, and it will suffice
to show that int K is contained in the nonwandering set. In fact, a stronger
statement is true: each p E int K is the limit of its forward iterates. Let V be
the component of int K that contains p. Since the automorphism group of V
is a compact group, there is a sequence n i such that In, (p) ~ p .
To discuss some further properties of a component V of int K , we recall
that we may write
00

n=-oo
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for some C < 00. Thus K is polynomially convex. Let us recall that a domain
U is a Runge domain if any analytic function on U may be approximated
uniformly on compact subsets of polynomials.
Proposition 8. U is a Runge domain, and H n ( U , C)

= 0 for n

~ 2.

Proof. To see that H2 (U , C) = 0, we let X be a compact subset of U and
show that X cU. By the Oka-Weil theorem, it suffices to show that if X is
a compact subset of U then the polynomial hull X is contained in U. If v
is any vector in C 2 such that the euclidean translation X + v cUe K then
it follows that X + v = X+ v c K =K. Since this holds for all v such that
Iv I < dist(X, [) U) , we see that X is contained in the interior in K. By the
Oka-Weil theorem, the function that is 0 on Un X and 1 on X - U may be
uniformly approximated on X by polynomials, so it follows that X c U and
U is Runge.
A well-known property (cf. [Ho]) of Runge domains in C2 is that H2 (U , C)
= O. Any Runge domain is a domain of holomorphy, and so it follows that
3

H(U,C)=O.

Since H2 (U , C) = 0 it follows that U cannot have the topology of a product
of annuli. This answers a question of Milnor posed in [Bi].
There are two cases, according to the dimension of ~:
(i) ~o = TI. We do not know very much about this case. However, let us
suppose that f has a fixed point (xo' Yo) = (0, 0) E U. H. Cart an showed
that in this case the TI -action is conjugate to a (p, q )-action locally near the
fixed point. That is, there is a change of coordinates in a neighborhood of the
origin such that the action becomes
(J

. 0

1--+

. 0

(e iP x, e 1q y),

where p, q E Z are relatively prime. The sets

v:: = {yP =

cx q }

are invariant under ~, and by the remark above v:: determines an invariant
complex variety of U. If pq > 0, then {v::} is a one-complex parameter
family of Siegel disks. If, in addition, p = ± 1 or q = ± 1 , then each v:: is
nonsingular; otherwise, v:: is a "punctured Siegel disk." In the latter case, there
are only two nonsingular Siegel disks, which correspond to the x- and y-axes.
If p > 0 > q then the x- and y-axes again correspond to Siegel disks.
(ii) ~o = T2. Recall that a domain G C C 2 is Reinhardt if it is inv-:riant
under the action ((JI' (J2) 1--+ (ei01x, e i02 y) for all (JI' (J2 E R and all (x, y) E
G. It is shown in [BBD] that if U has a T2 action then U is equivariantly
equivalent to a Reinhardt domain G. That is, there is a biholomorphic mapping
<I> : U -+ G such that
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holds for all (x, y) E U. In other words, the action of g"o is taken into the
standard Reinhardt action. The action of I on U corresponds to r,,(x, y) =
(alx, a 2y) for a pair of complex numbers la)1 = 1, j = 1,2, and the
numbers (a~, a;), k = 1, 2, 3, ... , are dense in the torus T2 .
We note that a connected pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain in C 2 can have
one of three topological types: Ll x Ll, Ll x A, or A x A, (Ll = disk and
A = annulus). The third type cannot occur here, since H2( U, C) = 0, as was
observed above. In the first case, G intersects each coordinate axis in a disk.
Thus the functions
qJ2(O

-I

{lei < r l } ~
:= <I> (C, 0) : {ICI < r 2} ~

qJI(C):= <I>

(C, 0):

-I

U,

U,

give a pair of Siegel disks. Since G does not contain any other one-dimensional
complex manifolds that are invariant under r", U does not contain any other
complex manifolds that are invariant under I. The point <1>-1 (0, 0) is evidently the unique fixed point for I in U.
If G is topologically equivalent to Ll x A ,then G intersects only one axis,
the x-axis, say, in an annulus. This yields a Herman ring, which is the only
I-invariant complex manifold in U; and I has no fixed point in U.
Case (ii) can actually occur, at least in the sub case where I has a fixed point
in U. To see this, we choose a mapping I(x, y) = (alx, a 2y) + "', where
the dots indicate terms of degree at least 2 and lall = la 2 1= 1. It follows
from the preceding discussion that (0, 0) E int K if and only if I can be
linearized in a neighborhood of (0, 0). If we choose a l and a 2 to satisfy
also a diophantine condition, then I may be linearized at (0, 0) (cf. Zehnder
[Z]). Case (i) can also occur, at least for a (p, q)-action with pq > O. For if a
satisfies a diophantine condition and if p, q are relatively prime, then so does
the pair a l = a q , a 2 = a P • Again by [Z] I may be linearized at (0, 0) , and
f will generate a (p, q)-action.
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